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Abstract
In this paper we use admissible covers to investigate the gonality of a
stable curve C over C. If C is irreducible, we compare its gonality to that
of its normalization. If C is reducible, we compare its gonality to that of its
irreducible components. In both cases we obtain lower and upper bounds.
Furthermore, we show that four admissible covers constructed give rise
to generically injective maps between Hurwitz schemes. We show that
the closures of the images of three of these maps are components of the
boundary of the target Hurwitz schemes, and the closure of the image of
the remaining map is a component of a certain codimension-1 subscheme
of the boundary of the target Hurwitz scheme.
1 Introduction
The gonality is an important numerical invariant in the study of algebraic curves
and is related to the study of finite maps between curves. A smooth curve C
is said to be k-gonal if it admits a degree-k map C → P1. If C has genus g, it
follows from the Riemann-Roch theorem that C is k-gonal for any k ≥ g + 1.
Furthermore, it follows from Brill-Noether theory that C is k-gonal for some
k ≤ (g + 3)/2.
In 1891, A. Hurwitz gave in [7] a complex structure to the set Hk,g of all
k-sheeted simple coverings of P1 by smooth complex curves of genus g with
b = 2g + 2k − 2 branch points. Using calculations of Lu¨roth and Clebsch, he
proved that Hk,g is connected. In 1921, F. Severi proved in [11] the irreducibility
of the (coarse) moduli space Mg of smooth curves of genus g by combining
Hurwitz’s result with the fact that every smooth curve of genus g appears as
a k-sheeted simple covering of P1, if k ≥ g + 1. Later on, in 1969, W. Fulton
considered in [4] the problem of constructing Hk,g over the integers. He defined a
finite e´tale morphism from Hk,g onto an open subscheme of the quasi-projective
scheme parametrizing b-tuples of distinct points of P1, by mapping a covering
to its branch locus.
When studying smooth curves in families, one is compelled to consider sin-
gular curves as well. Indeed, the moduli space Mg of smooth curves of genus
g is not compact, and a compactification is given by the moduli space Mg of
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stable curves of (arithmetic) genus g. A stable curve C is said to be k-gonal if it
is a limit of smooth k-gonal curves. In 1982, Harris and Mumford characterized
k-gonal stable curves in terms of k-sheeted admissible covers in [6]. This result
is a natural connection between the study of gonality of stable curves and the
study of (generalized) Hurwitz schemes parametrizing admissible covers.
Not much is known about the gonality of stable curves. Ballico investigated
the gonality of graph curves in [1]. Caporaso showed in [3] a relation between
the gonality of a stable curve and that of its graph. In her thesis [2], Brannetti
studied the gonality of stable curves with two components.
1.1 Main Results
In this work we use admissible covers to investigate the relationship between
the gonality of a complex stable curve and that of its partial normalizations and
irreducible components. A k-sheeted admissible cover for a nodal curve C is a
finite morphism pi : C → B of degree k satisfying a few conditions, where B is a
nodal curve of genus 0 (see Section 3 or [6] for the precise definition). By [6], a
stable curve C is k-gonal if and only if there is a k-sheeted admissible cover for
a nodal curve C ′ stably equivalent to C, that is, such that C is obtained from
C ′ by contracting to a node every rational component of C ′ that meets the rest
of the curve in only one or two points. It is a well known fact that a k-gonal
stable curve is also r-gonal for every r > k. We recover this fact in Theorem 3
by explicitly constructing a (k + 1)-sheeted admissible cover from a k-sheeted
one.
Now let n be a node of C and let Cn be the normalization of C at n. We
say that n is a separating node if Cn is disconnected. If n is non-separating and
Cn is k-gonal then there is a k-sheeted admissible cover pi : C
′
n → B, where C ′n
is stably equivalent to Cn. In Theorem 4 we construct from pi an admissible
cover for a curve stably equivalent to C, thus comparing the gonality of C to
that of Cn. The construction is different depending on the behaviour of pi on
the points of C ′n over the node n and the resulting admissible cover can be
either k-sheeted or (k + 1)-sheeted. As a consequence we obtain in Corollary 5
a comparison between the gonality of an irreducible nodal curve C and that of
its normalization.
Now, if n is a separating node, then Cn can be seen as a disjoint union of
two subcurves of C. More generally, let Y1, . . . , Yr be connected subcurves of
C such that C = Y1 ∪ · · · ∪ Yr and Yi ∩ Yi′ is either empty or finite for i 6= i′.
If each Yi is ki-gonal, then for each i there is a ki-sheeted admissible cover
pii : Y
′
i → Bi, where Y ′i is stably equivalent to Yi. Under certain conditions on
the maps pi1, . . . , pir, we produce a k-sheeted admissible cover for a curve stably
equivalent to C, where k = k1 + . . .+kr− (δ1 + . . .+ δr)/2 and δi is the number
of points where Yi meets the rest of the curve C (see Theorem 7 for the precise
statement). This allows us to compare in Corollary 10 the gonality of C to that
of its irreducible components.
The theorem below summarizes the bounds obtained in Section 3:
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Theorem A Let C be a stable curve.
(i) If C is irreducible with δ nodes and its normalization is k˜-gonal, then C is
k-gonal for some k satisfying
k˜ ≤ k ≤ k˜ + δ.
(ii) If C is reducible with irreducible components C1, . . . , Cp and each Ci is
ki-gonal, then C is k-gonal for some k satisfying
k1 + . . .+ kp − δ ≤ k ≤ k1 + . . .+ kp + δ − 2(p− 1),
where δ is the number of external nodes of C.
In Section 4 we view four constructions of admissible covers done in Section 3
as rational maps between pointed Hurwitz schemes. A pointed Hurwitz scheme
Hk,g,`1,...,`n parametrizes k-sheeted admissible covers for genus-g curves C to-
gether with `1 + . . .+ `n marked points on C satisfying certain conditions (see
Section 4 for the precise definition). The four maps are shown to be generically
injective in Theorem 13 and, as a consequence, we can determine their images.
It’s easy to describe the boundary of the Hurwitz scheme Hk,g parametrizing
k-sheeted admissible covers pi : C → B where C is a nodal curve of genus g. For
instance, the closure ∆n of the locus of those admissible covers such that B
has n+ 1 components is in the boundary. Moreover, ∆n has pure codimension
n in Hk,g but, in general, it is not irreducible. We show in Theorem 14 that
the closures of the images of the maps of Hurwitz schemes we constructed are
irreducible components of ∆n, for some n = 1, 2.
The results of Section 4 are summarized in the following theorem:
Theorem B There are generically injective rational maps
γ : Hk,g,1 99K Hk+1,g, φ : Hk,g,1,1 99K Hk+1,g+1, ψ : Hk,g,2 99K Hk,g+1
and
λ : Hk1,g1,δ ×Hk2,g2,δ 99K Hk1+k2−δ,g1+g2+δ−1
such that the closures of the images of γ, ψ and λ are irreducible components
of ∆1, and the closure of the image of φ is an irreducible component of ∆2, in
the corresponding Hurwitz scheme.
2 Technical background
In this paper we always work over the field of complex numbers C. A curve C is
a connected, projective and reduced scheme of dimension 1 over C. The genus
of C is g(C) := h1(C,OC). A subcurve Y of C is a reduced subscheme of pure
dimension 1, or equivalently, a reduced union of irreducible components of C.
If Y ⊆ C is a subcurve, we set Y c := C r Y .
A nodal curve C is a curve with at most ordinary double points. A node n
of C is said to be external if n ∈ Y ∩ Y c for some subcurve Y of C, otherwise
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the node is called internal. An external node is said to be separating if there is
a subcurve Y of C such that Y ∩ Y c = {n}. In this case, the subcurves Y and
Y c are said to be tails of C associated to the separating node n.
Let C be a nodal curve and let ν : C˜ → C be its normalization. Let n be
a node of C. The branches over the node n are the points n(1), n(2) ∈ C˜ such
that ν(n(1)) = ν(n(2)) = n.
A family of curves is a proper and flat morphism f : C → S whose fibers
are curves. If s ∈ S, we denote by Cs := f−1(s) its fiber over s. A smoothing
of a curve C is a family f : C → S, where S = Spec(C[[t]]), such that the
generic fiber of f is smooth and the special fiber is isomorphic to C, henceforth
identified with C.
Let S be a scheme and let g and n be non-negative integers such that 2g −
2 + n > 0. A n-pointed stable curve of genus g over S is a family of curves
f : C → S together with n distinct sections σi : S → C such that, for every
s ∈ S:
1. The geometric fiber Cs of f is a genus-g nodal curve and σ1(s), . . . , σn(s)
are distinct smooth points of Cs;
2. For every smooth rational subcurve E of Cs, the number of points where
E meets Ec plus the number of indices i such that σi(s) lies on E is at
least three.
A stable curve over S is a 0-pointed stable curve over S. A stable curve is
a stable curve over Spec(C). The scheme Mg,n parametrizing n-pointed stable
curves of genus g is projective and irreducible, by [8] and [9]. Set Mg = Mg,0.
3 Admissible covers
A smooth curve is k-gonal if it admits a g1k, that is, a line bundle of degree
k having at least two independent sections. Equivalently, a smooth curve is
k-gonal if it admits a map of degree k or less to P1. Now, a stable curve C is
k-gonal if it is a limit of smooth k-gonal curves in Mg. More precisely, C is
k-gonal if it admits a smoothing f : C → S whose geometric general fiber is a
k-gonal smooth curve and the special fiber is C.
Let C and C ′ be nodal curves. We say that C ′ is stably equivalent to C if C
can be obtained from C ′ by contracting to a point some of the smooth rational
components of C ′ meeting the other components of C ′ in only one or two points.
We remark that, although a k-gonal stable curve C may not admit a g1k, there
is always a nodal curve C ′ stably equivalent to C admiting a g1k. Indeed, if C is
k-gonal then there exists a smoothing f : C → S whose geometric general fiber
is a k-gonal smooth curve and the special fiber is C. Changing the base and
blowing up C if necessary, we obtain a regular family f ′ : C′ → S′ whose generic
fiber is isomorphic to that of f and whose special fiber is a nodal curve C ′ stably
equivalent to C. Since C′ is regular, there exists a line bundle L on C′ whose
restriction to the generic fiber of f ′ is a g1k. Then by uppersemicontinuity, the
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restriction of L to the special fiber C ′ is also a g1k. However, the converse is not
always true, and a stable curve admiting a g1k may fail to be k-gonal. Indeed, if
C is the curve obtained by gluing a Weierstrass point of a hyperelliptic smooth
curve to a non-Weierstrass point, then the resulting g12 on C is not a limit of g
1
2
on smooth curves.
Alternatively, k-gonal stable curves can be characterized in terms of admissi-
ble covers. A k-sheeted admissible cover consists of a finite morphism pi : C → B
of degree k, such that B and C are nodal curves and:
1. pi−1
(
Bsing
)
= Csing;
2. pi is simply branched away from Csing, that is, over each smooth point of
B there exists at most one point of C where pi is ramified and this point
has ramification index 2;
3. B is a stable pointed curve of genus 0, when considered with its smooth
points on the branch locus of pi;
4. for every node q of B and every node n of C lying over it, the two branches
of C over n map to the branches of B over q with the same ramification
index.
It follows from the Riemann-Hurwitz theorem that the number of smooth branch
points of pi is b = 2g + 2k − 2, where g is the genus of C.
Let pi : C → B be a k-sheeted admissible cover. Let n be a node of C and
set q = pi(n). Condition 4 above implies that, locally around n, the curve C can
be described as xy = t and, locally around q, the curve B can be described as
uv = t` for some `. Moreover, the map pi is given by u = x` and v = y`.
The following result is a consequence of [6, Thm. 4, p. 58] and relates the
notion of admissible cover to that of gonality of stable curves.
Theorem 1 (Harris-Mumford). A stable curve C is k-gonal if and only if there
exists a k-sheeted admissible cover C ′ → B, where C ′ is stably equivalent to C.
Proof. Cf. [5, Thm. 3.160, p. 185].
The following lemma relates the irreducible components of a nodal curve C
to those of a curve stably equivalent to it.
Lemma 2. Let C be a nodal curve and let pi : C ′ → B be an admissible cover,
where C ′ is stably equivalent to C. Denote by τ : C ′ → C the induced map.
Then for each irreducible component Cr of C there is an irreducible component
C ′r of C
′ such that τ(C ′r) = Cr and τ |C′r is a normalization map.
Proof. First we note that, since the components ofB are smooth and pi−1(Bsing) =
C ′sing, the components of C ′ are also smooth. Now fix a component Cr of C. By
definition, there is an unique component C ′r of τ
−1(Cr) dominating Cr. Since
C ′r is smooth, τ |C′r : C ′r → Cr is a normalization map.
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Let C be a nodal curve and C ′ a nodal curve stably equivalent to C with
induced map τ : C ′ → C. We say that a point p′ ∈ C ′ lies over a point p ∈ C
if τ(p′) = p.
The following result shows in particular that, if a stable curve is k-gonal for
some k, then it is r-gonal for every r > k.
Theorem 3. Let pi : C → B be a degree-k finite morphism of nodal curves.
(a) If pi satisfies conditions (1), (3) and (4) of an admissible cover, then there
is a k-sheeted admissible cover pi′ : C ′ → B′ such that C ′ (resp. B′) is
stably equivalent to C (resp. B) , contains C (resp. B) as a subcurve and
pi′|C = pi.
(b) There is a degree-(k+ 1) finite morphism of nodal curves pi′ : C ′ → B′ such
that C ′ (resp. B′) is stably equivalent to C (resp. B), contains C (resp. B)
as a subcurve and pi′|C = pi. Moreover, if pi is an admissible cover, then so
is pi′.
Proof. (a) For each smooth point q ∈ B such that
pi−1(q) = ρ1m1 + . . .+ ρ`m`
where m1, . . . ,m` ∈ C and ρj ≥ 3 for some j = 1, . . . , ` or ρj = ρj′ = 2 for some
j, j′ = 1, . . . , ` with j′ 6= j, we glue (see Figure 1):
B
m1
q
C
Bq
m2
Figure 1: Theorem 3 (a) for k = 5, ρ1 = 4 and ρ2 = 1
• a copy of P1 at q, denoted by Bq;
• a copy of P1 at every mj , denoted by Lj , mapping to Bq via a degree-ρj
map totally ramified at mj , simply ramified away from mj and unramified
over the branch points of Lj′ → Bq, for j, j′ = 1, . . . , ` with j′ 6= j.
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At the end of this proccess we obtain from C a nodal curve C ′ stably equiv-
alent to C, from B a nodal curve B′ stably equivalent to B, and a degree-k map
pi′ : C ′ → B′ given by pi when restricted to C, and by the maps described above
when restricted to the added rational components of C ′. By construction, it is
clear that pi′ satisfies conditions (1), (2) and (4) of an admissible cover. It also
satisfies condition (3) since, by the Riemann-Hurwitz theorem, the restriction
of pi′ to Lj has 2ρj − 2 ramification points, counted with multiplicity. By con-
struction, the multiplicity of q is ρj − 1 and there must be ρj − 1 other simple
ramification points. Hence, if ρj ≥ 3 then Bq has at least two marked points
distinct from q. If ρj = ρj′ = 2 then the ramification points of the maps from
Lj and Lj′ to Bq give three distinct marked points in Bq, one of which is q.
Hence B′ is stable when considered with the smooth branch locus of pi′, showing
that pi′ is an admissible cover.
(b) Choose any point m in the smooth locus of C, let q = pi(m) and
pi−1(q) = ρ0m0 + ρ1m1 + . . .+ ρ`m`
where m0 = m and m1, . . . ,m` ∈ C. We glue (see Figure 2):
B
m
q
C
Bq
Figure 2: Theorem 3 (b) for k = 3
• a copy of P1 at q, denoted by Bq;
• a copy of P1 at every mj , denoted by Lj , mapping to Bq via a degree-ρj
map totally ramified at mj , simply ramified away from mj and unramified
over the branch points of Lj′ → Bq, for j, j′ = 1, . . . , ` with j′ 6= j;
• a copy of P1 at m0, denoted L0 mapping to Bq via a degree-(ρ0 + 1) map
ramified of order ρ0 at m0, simply ramified away from m0 and unramified
over the branch points of Lj′ → Bq, for j′ = 1, . . . , `;
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• a copy of B, mapping to B isomorphically, at the point of L0 distinct from
m0 lying over q by the map L0 → Bq.
At the end of this proccess we obtain from C a nodal curve C ′ stably
equivalent to C, from B a nodal curve B′ stably equivalent to B, and a map
pi′ : C ′ → B′ of degree k + 1 given by pi when restricted to C, and by the maps
described above when restricted to the added rational components of C ′. Note
that, since the map L0 → Bq has 2(ρ0 + 1)− 2 branch points, then there are at
least two branch points in Bq distinct from q. Therefore if pi is admissible, then
pi′ is also admissible.
3.1 Non-separating nodes
We first focus on a partial normalization of a stable curve at a non-separating
node. This will allow us to relate the gonality of an irreducible curve to that of
its normalization in Corollary 5.
Theorem 4. Let C be a stable curve and let n be a non-separating node of C.
Let Cn be the normalization of C at n and let pi : C
′
n → B be a finite map of
degree k, where C ′n is stably equivalent to Cn and pi satisfies conditions (1), (3)
and (4) of a k-sheeted admissible cover. Let n(1), n(2) ∈ Cn be the branches over
n and, for i = 1, 2, let n′(i) be a smooth point of C ′n lying over n
(i).
(a) If pi(n′(1)) 6= pi(n′(2)), then there is a (k + 1)-sheeted admissible cover pi′ :
C ′ → B′, where C ′ is stably equivalent to C, contains C ′n as a subcurve and
pi′|C′n = pi. In particular, C is (k + 1)-gonal.
(b) If pi(n′(1)) = pi(n′(2)), then there is a k-sheeted admissible cover pi′ : C ′ →
B′, where C ′ is stably equivalent to C, contains C ′n as a subcurve and
pi′|C′n = pi. In particular, C is k-gonal.
Proof. (a) To obtain the cover pi′ we proceed as follows. Set qi := pi(n′
(i)
) and
let li be the ramification index of pi at n
′(i), for i = 1, 2. We thus have
pi−1(qi) = lin′
(i)
+ λ
(i)
1 m
(i)
1 + . . .+ λ
(i)
uim
(i)
ui ,
where m
(i)
j ∈ C ′n, for i = 1, 2 and j = 1, . . . , ui. For each i we glue (see Figure
3):
• a copy of P1 to B at qi;
• a copy of P1 to C ′n at n′(i) mapping to the copy at qi via a degree-(li + 1)
map ramified to order li at n
′(i) and simply ramified away from n′(i) (call
this copy Li);
• a copy of B passing through L1 and L2 at the points lying over q1 and
q2 but distinct from n
′(1) and n′(2), respectively, mapping to B via an
isomorphism;
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• a copy of P1 at every m(i)j , for j = 1, . . . , ui, mapping to the copy at qi via
a degree-λ
(i)
j map totally ramified at m
(i)
j and simply ramified away from
m
(i)
j .
At the end of this proccess we obtain from C ′n a curve C
′ stably equivalent
to C, from B a curve B′ stably equivalent to B, and a map pi′ : C ′ → B′ given
by pi when restricted to C ′n, and by the maps described above when restricted
to the added rational components of C ′. By construction, C ′n is a subcurve of
C ′ and pi′ satisfies conditions (1) and (4) of a (k + 1)-sheeted admissible cover.
It also satisfies condition (3) since, for i = 1, 2, the restriction of pi′ to Li has
2(li + 1)− 2 ramification points and thus there are at least two marked points
in the copy of P1 at qi. The result now follows from Theorem 3 (a).
L1 L2
C n
n'(1) n'(2)
'
q1 q2
B
Figure 3: Theorem 4 (a) for k = 3
(b) To obtain the cover pi′ we proceed as follows. Set q := pi(n′(1)) = pi(n′(2))
and let li be the ramification index of pi at n
′(i), for i = 1, 2, so that
pi−1 (q) = l1n′
(1)
+ l2n
′(2) + λ1m1 + . . .+ λumu,
where m1, . . . ,mu ∈ C ′n. We glue (see Figure 4):
• a copy of P1 to B at q;
• a copy of P1 to C ′n passing through n′(1) and n′(2) mapping to the copy
over q via a degree-(l1 + l2) map ramified to order l1 at n
′(1) and to order
l2 at n
′(2), and simply ramified away from n′(1) and n′(2) (call this copy
L);
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• a copy of P1 at every mj , for j = 1, . . . , u mapping to the copy at q via a
degree-λj map totally ramified at mj and simply ramified away from mj .
B
q
n' (1)
(2)n'
Cn'
Figure 4: Theorem 4 (b) for k = 4
As before, we obtain a degree-k map pi′ : C ′ → B′ satisfying conditions (1)
and (4) of an admissible cover, and such that C ′n is a subcurve of C
′ and C ′
is stably equivalent to C. The map pi′ also satisfies condition (3), since the
restriction of pi′ to L has 2(l1 + l2)− 2 ramification points, and hence there are
at least two marked points in the copy of P1 at q. The result now follows from
Theorem 3 (a).
Corollary 5. Let C be an irreducible nodal curve with nodes n1, . . . , nδ and
let C˜ be its normalization. Let n
(1)
j , n
(2)
j ∈ C˜ be the branches over each nj, for
j = 1, . . . , δ. Assume that C˜ is k-gonal with degree-k map pi : C˜ → P1 and let ε
be the number of indices j such that pi(n
(1)
j ) 6= pi(n(2)j ). Then C is (k+ε)-gonal.
Proof. By Theorem 1 it is sufficient to construct a (k + ε)-sheeted admissible
cover pi′ : C ′ → B′ where C ′ is stably equivalent to C. Let
J := {j ∈ {1, . . . , δ} | pi(n(1)j ) 6= pi(n(2)j )}.
We proceed first by induction on the number ε of elements of J = {j1, . . . , jε}.
Let C0 = C˜ and for each e = 1, . . . , ε denote by Ce the curve obtained by
normalizing all the nodes of C, except nj1 , . . . , nje . For 0 ≤ e < ε, assume
there is a (k + e)-admissible cover pie : C
′
e → Be such that C ′e is a curve stably
equivalent to Ce having C˜ as a component and pie|C˜ = pi. Then, by Theorem 4
(a), there is a (k + e + 1)-admissible cover pie+1 : C
′
e+1 → Be+1 such that that
C ′e+1 is stably equivalent to Ce+1, has C˜ as a component and pie+1|C˜ = pi.
We have thus showed that there is a (k + ε)-sheeted admissible cover piε :
C ′ε → Bε such that that C ′ε is stably equivalent to the curve obtained normal-
izing the nodes nj of C such that pi(n
(1)
j ) = pi(n
(2)
j ). By construction, C˜ is a
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component of C ′ε and piε|C˜ = pi. Hence, for every index j in
J ′ := {j ∈ {1, . . . , δ} | pi(n(1)j ) = pi(n(2)j )}
we have piε(n
(1)
j ) = piε(n
(2)
j ). Note that J
′ has δ − ε elements.
It follows from Theorem 4 (b), applied (δ− ε) times, that there is a (k+ ε)-
sheeted admissible cover pi′ : C ′ → B′ such that that C ′ is stably equivalent to
C.
Corollary 6. Let C be an irreducible nodal curve. If there exists a degree-k
map pi : C → P1 then C is k-gonal.
Proof. Let ν : C˜ → C be the normalization of C. For each node nj of C let
n
(1)
j , n
(2)
j ∈ C˜ be the branches over nj . Then p˜i := pi ◦ ν is a degree-k map such
that p˜i(n
(1)
j ) = p˜i(n
(2)
j ) for every j. The result thus follows from Corollary 5,
with ε = 0.
3.2 Separating nodes
We now turn our attention to separating nodes.
Theorem 7. Let C be a stable curve and let Y1, . . . , Yr ⊂ C be connected
subcurves such that C = Y1 ∪ . . . ∪ Yr and Yi ∩ Yi′ is finite, possibly empty, for
1 ≤ i 6= i′ ≤ r. For i = 1, . . . , r let:
• pii : Y ′i → Bi be a ki-sheeted admissible cover, where Y ′i is stably equivalent
to Yi;
• ni,1, . . . , ni,δi ∈ C be the intersection points between Yi and Y ci ;
• n(i)j be the branch over ni,j at Yi and let n′j(i) be a smooth point of Y ′i
lying over n
(i)
j , for j = 1, . . . , δi.
If for every i = 1, . . . , r we have pii(n
′
1
(i)
) = . . . = pii(n
′
δi
(i)
), then C is (k1 +
. . .+ kr − δ)-gonal, where δ = (δ1 + . . .+ δr)/2.
Proof. By Theorem 1 it is sufficient to construct a (k1 + . . . + kr − δ)-sheeted
admissible cover pi : C ′ → B where C ′ is stably equivalent to C. To obtain the
cover we proceed as follows.
For i = 1, . . . , r let qi := pii(n
′
1
(i)
) = . . . = pii(n
′
δi
(i)
). For j = 1, . . . , δi let l
i
j
be the ramification index of pii at n
′
j
(i)
, so that
(pii)
−1(qi) = li1n
′
1
(i)
+ . . .+ liδin
′
δi
(i)
+ λi1m
(i)
1 + . . .+ λ
i
uim
(i)
ui ,
where m
(i)
1 , . . . ,m
(i)
ui ∈ Y ′i . We glue (see Figure 5):
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• a copy of P1, denoted by B′ , passing through B1, . . . , Br at q1, . . . , qr,
respectively, and thus linking the curves. Denote by B the genus-0 curve
thus obtained;
• whenever ni0,j0 = ni1,j1 , a copy of P1 passing through Y ′i0 and Y ′i1 at n′j0(i0)
and n′j1
(i1), and thus linking both curves, mapping to B′ via a degree-
(li0j0 + l
i1
j1
− 1) map ramified to order li0j0 at n′j0
(i0) and to order li1j1 at n
′
j1
(i1)
and simply ramified elsewhere, where 1 ≤ i0, i1 ≤ r, 1 ≤ js ≤ δis and
s = 1, 2 (call this copy Li0,i1j0,j1);
• a copy of Bt, mapping to Bt isomorphically, at each point m of Li0,i1j0,j1 ,
distinct from n′j0
(i0) and n′j1
(i1), lying over qt by the map L
i0,i1
j0,j1
→ B′,
where 1 ≤ i0, i1, t ≤ r and 1 ≤ js ≤ δis , for s = 1, 2;
• a copy of P1 at m(i)j , mapping to B′ via a degree-λij map totally ramified
at m
(i)
j , unramified over qt for every t 6= i, and simply ramified elsewhere,
for each 1 ≤ i, t ≤ r and 1 ≤ j ≤ ui (call this copy Lij);
• a copy of Bt at each point m of Lij lying over qt by the map Lij → B′,
mapping to Bt isomorphically, for each 1 ≤ i, t ≤ r with t 6= i, and
1 ≤ j ≤ ui.
B1 B 2
Y 1
q1
B 3
q2 q3
B
Y 2 Y 3'' '
'
Figure 5: Theorem 7 for r = 3, δ = 2, k1 = 4 and k2 = k3 = 2
We thus obtain a nodal curve C ′ stably equivalent to C and a map pi :
C ′ → B given by pii when restricted to Y ′i , and by the maps described above
when restricted to the added rational components of C ′. By construction, pi has
degree k = k1 + . . .+ kr− δ and satisfies conditions (1) and (4) of an admissible
cover. As for condition (3), we note that if r ≥ 3 then B is clearly stable.
Now we examine the case r = 2. We first note that, since pii0 and pii1 are
admissible covers, the map Li0,i1j0,j1 → B′ has degree at most 3. Moreover, this
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map has degree equal to 3 if and only if li0j0 = 2 and l
i1
j1
= 2, that is, if and only
if the map is ramified both at n′j0
(i0) and at n′j1
(i1). Since the ramifications are
simple and, by Riemann-Hurwitz, the map has four ramification points, two of
which are the nodes qi0 and qi1 , we conclude that B is stable in this case.
Now, Li0,i1j0,j1 → B′ has degree 2 if and only if either li0j0 = 2 and li1j1 = 1, or
li0j0 = 1 and l
i1
j1
= 2, that is, if and only if the map is ramified at n′j0
(i0) and
unramified at n′j1
(i1), or vice-versa. Again, since the ramifications are simple
and, by Riemann-Hurwitz, the map Li0,i1j0,j1 → B′ has two ramification points,
exactly one of which is a node of B, we conclude that B is stable.
B1 B 2
Y 1 Y 2
q1
'
'
Figure 6: Theorem 7 for r = 2, δ = 2, k1 = 4 and k2 = 2
Finally, if the maps Li0,i1j0,j1 → B′ are isomorphisms, then there are no ram-
ification points. In this case, contracting B′ and the rational components of
C ′ mapping to it, one also obtains condition (3), see Figure 6. The result now
follows from Theorem 3 (a).
Corollary 8. Let C be a stable curve and let n be a separating node of C with
associated tails Y1 and Y2. If Yi is ki-gonal for i = 1, 2 then C is (k1 + k2 − 1)-
gonal.
Proof. Follows from Theorem 7.
Theorem 9. Let C be a stable curve and let Y1 be a connected subcurve of C.
Assume Y2 := Y
c
1 is connected and let δ be the number of nodes in Y1 ∩ Y2. If
Yi is ki-gonal for i = 1, 2 then C is k-gonal for some k satisfying k1 + k2 − δ ≤
k ≤ k1 + k2 + δ − 2.
Proof. Let n1, . . . , nδ be the nodes in Y1∩Y2. As in Theorem 7, let pii : Y ′i → Bi
be a ki-sheeted admissible cover, where Y
′
i is stably equivalent to Yi. Let n
(i)
j
be the branch over nj on Yi and let n
′
j
(i)
be a smooth point on Y ′i lying over
n
(i)
j , for j = 1, . . . , δ and i = 1, 2.
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For i = 1, 2 let qi = pii(n
′
1
(i)
) and
J = {j | pi1(n′j(1)) = q1 and pi2(n′j(2)) = q2}.
Let CJ be the curve obtained by normalizing all the nodes nj of C such that
j 6∈ J . If ε is the number of indices in J , then 1 ≤ ε ≤ δ and, by Theorem 7,
CJ is (k1 + k2 − ε)-gonal.
Let γ = δ − ε and {j1, . . . , jγ} = {1, . . . , δ} r J . Let C0 = C and, for each
1 ≤ e ≤ γ, denote by Ce the curve obtained normalizing the nodes nj1 , . . . , nje
of C. Note that Cγ = CJ . The result now follows follows applying Theorem 4
(a) consecutively to the nodes njγ , . . . , nj1 of Cγ−1, . . . , C0, respectively.
A nodal curve C is called treelike if the normalization of C at its internal
nodes is a curve of compact type. Equivalently, a nodal curve C having p
irreducible components is treelike if the number of external nodes of C is p− 1.
Corollary 10. Let C be a stable curve with irreducible components C1, . . . , Cp
and δ external nodes. If Ci is ki-gonal for i = 1, . . . , p then C is k-gonal for
some k satisfying k1 + . . .+kp−δ ≤ k ≤ k1 + . . .+kp+δ−2(p−1). In particular,
if C is a treelike curve, then k = k1 + . . .+ kp − δ.
Proof. Follows from Theorem 9.
The upper bound in Corollary 10 can be improved under some conditions.
Proposition 11. Let C be a stable curve with p smooth irreducible components
C1, . . . , Cp. For each node nj of C, let Cj(1) and Cj(2) be the irreducible com-
ponents of C containing nj and denote by n
(1)
j and n
(2)
j the branches of nj on
Cj(1) and Cj(2), respectively. Assume that:
1. there is a degree-ks map pis : Cs → P1, for each irreducible component Cs
of C;
2. pij(1)(n
(1)
j ) = pij(2)(n
(2)
j ) for every node nj of C,
3. pij(i)(n
(i)
j ) 6= pij′(i′)(n(i
′)
j′ ) for every pair of distinct nodes nj , nj′ of C and
i, i′ ∈ {1, 2}.
Then C is (k1 + . . .+ kp)−gonal.
Proof. By Theorem 1 it is enough to construct a (k1 + . . .+ kp)-sheeted admis-
sible cover pi : C ′ → B′ where C ′ is stably equivalent to C. Set B = P1 so that
the maps pis have image in B. For each node nj of C we proceed as follows. Set
qj := pij(i)(n
(i)
j ) ∈ B and let lj(i) be the ramification index of pij(i) at n(i)j , for
i = 1, 2, so that
(pij(i))
−1(qj) = lj(i)n
(i)
j + λj(i),1mj(i),1 + . . .+ λj(i),ui,jmj(i),ui,j .
where mj(i),1, . . . ,mj(i),ui,j ∈ Cj(i). We glue (see Figure 7):
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• a copy of P1 to B at qj ;
• a copy of P1 passing through Cj(1) and Cj(2) at n(1)j and n(2)j , thus linking
the two curves, and mapping to the copy at qj via a degree-(lj(1) + lj(2))
map ramified to order lj(1) at n
(1)
j and to order lj(2) at n
(2)
j and simply
ramified away from n
(1)
j and n
(2)
j ;
• a copy of P1 at every mj(i),s mapping to the copy at qj via a degree-λj(i),s
map totally ramified at mj(i),s and simply ramified elsewhere.
Moreover, for each j and each i such that i 6∈ {j(1), j(2)} set
pi−1i (qj) = ν
i,j
1 m
i,j
1 + . . .+ ν
i,j
ui,jm
i,j
ui,j ,
where mi,j1 , . . . ,m
i,j
ui,j ∈ Ci. Then we glue a copy of P1 at every mi,j` mapping to
the copy at qj via a degree-ν
i,j
` map totally ramified at m
i,j
` and simply ramified
elsewhere.
q2q1 B
C1
C2
C3
Figure 7: Proposition 11 for p = 3, k1 = 3 and k2 = k3 = 2
We thus obtain from C a curve C ′ stably equivalent to C, containing Cs for
every s = 1, . . . , p, and a map pi : C ′ → B′ given by pis when restricted to Cs and
by the maps described above when restricted to the added rational components
of C ′. By construction, pi is a map of degree k1 + . . .+ kp satisfying conditions
(1), (3) and (4) of an admissible cover. The result then follows from Theorem
3 (a).
4 Maps of Hurwitz schemes
The Hurwitz scheme Hk,g in its simplest form parametrizes families of k-sheeted
covers of P1 with b = 2g + 2k − 2 ordinary branch points. More precisely,
Hk,g is the moduli space of pairs (C, pi), where C is a smooth curve of genus
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g and pi : C → P1 is finite of degree k branched only over b distinct points
Q1, . . . , Qb ∈ P1. By [4] and [10], Hk,g is itself a finite e´tale cover of the open
subset U of (P1)b−3 parametrizing sequences {Qi} where Qi 6= Qj for i 6= j.
The scheme Hk,g maps naturally to the moduli space Mg of smooth curves of
genus g via a forgetful map σ whose image contains an open subset of the locus
in Mg of k-gonal curves. A good compactification Hk,g of Hk,g should extend σ
to a morphism σ : Hk,g → Mg, where Mg is the moduli space of stable curves
of genus g.
This compactification can be done by means of Knudsen’s theory of b-pointed
curves, see [8] and [6]. Knudsen introduced a smooth projective compatification
P of U parametrizing b-pointed stable curves C of genus 0, up to isomorphism.
We note that U is an open dense subset of P corresponding to b-pointed irre-
ducible curves of genus 0.
Let Hk,g be the functor that takes a scheme S to the set of genus-g k-sheeted
admissible covers over S, that is, the set of morphisms pi : C → B where C and B
are families of curves over S of genera g and 0, respectively, and such that, for
each s ∈ S, the map pi(s) : C(s) → B(s) is a k-sheeted admissible cover. By [6,
Theorem 4] and [10, Theorem 2.9], the functor Hk,g is coarsely represented by
a projective irreducible scheme Hk,g finite over P. In particular, Hk,g contains
Hk,g as an open and dense subset and
dimHk,g = 2g + 2k − 5.
Now we consider Hurwitz schemes with marked points. Let Hk,g,`1,...,`n be
the functor taking a scheme S to the set of genus-g k-sheeted (`1, . . . , `n)-pointed
admissible covers over S, that is, the set of tuples
(pi : C → B; p11, . . . , p1`1 , . . . , pn1 , . . . , pn`n)
where pi is a genus-g k-sheeted admissible cover over S and
(C, p11, . . . , p1`1 , . . . , pn1 , . . . , pn`n)
is a (`1 + . . .+ `n)-pointed stable curve of genus g over S such that
pi(pi1) = . . . = pi(p
i
`i) and pi(p
i
1) 6= pi(pj1) (1)
for 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ n. Let also Hk,g,`1,...,`n be the subfunctor of Hk,g,`1,...,`n tak-
ing a scheme S to the set of genus-g k-sheeted (`1, . . . , `n)-pointed admissible
covers over S as above such that C and B are smooth curves over S. More-
over, let Hunk,g,`1,...,`n (resp. Hunk,g,`1,...,`n) be the subfunctor of Hk,g,`1,...,`n (resp.Hk,g,`1,...,`n) taking a scheme S to the set of genus-g k-sheeted (`1, . . . , `n)-
pointed admissible covers over S as above such that the admissible cover is
unramified over the marked points.
Theorem 12. For g, k ≥ 2 and 1 ≤ `1, . . . , `n ≤ k, the functor Hk,g,`1...,`n is
coarsely represented by a scheme Hk,g,`1,...,`n of dimension 2g + 2k − 5 + n.
Moreover, Hk,g,`1,...,`n (resp. H
un
k,g,`1,...,`n , resp. Hunk,g,`1,...,`n) is coarsely
represented by a scheme Hk,g,`1,...,`n (resp. H
un
k,g,`1,...,`n , resp. H
un
k,g,`1,...,`n
)
open and dense in Hk,g,`1,...,`n .
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Proof. The proof of the existence of Hk,g,`1,...,`n follows the steps of [6, Theorem
4, p. 58]. Now, consider the map
ζ : Hk,g,`1,...,`n → Hk,g ×Mg Mg,n
taking an admissible cover pi : C → B with marked points p11, . . . , p1`1 , . . . , pn1 , . . . , pn`n
satisfying (1) on C to the same admissible cover pi : C → B together with the
stabilization of (C, p11, . . . , p
n
1 ), that is, the pointed stable curve obtained con-
tracting the rational components E of C such that the number of points where
E meets Ec plus the number of indices i such that pi1 lies on E is smaller than
three. Since ζ is dominant and quasi-finite, then the dimension of Hk,g,`1,...,`n
is equal to that of Hk,g ×Mg Mg,n, that is, 2g + 2k − 5 + n.
For the last assertion, it suffices to note that the set of smooth curves is open
and dense in the moduli of stable curves. Moreover, given an admissible cover
pi : C → B, the set of points in C over which pi is unramified is open and dense
in C.
We now turn our attention to the morphisms of Hurwitz schemes induced
by the admissible covers produced in Section 3. First let
Γ: Hunk,g,1 → Hk+1,g
be the natural transformation given, for a scheme S, by taking a k-sheeted
admissible cover pi : C → B over S where C is a genus-g curve over S with one
marked point to a (k+1)-sheeted admissible cover pi′ : C′ → B′ where C′, B′ and
pi′ are constructed as in Theorem 3 (b).
Let
Φ: Hunk,g,1,1 → Hk+1,g+1
be the natural transformation given, for a scheme S, by taking a k-sheeted
admissible cover pi : C → B over S where C is a genus-g curve over S with two
marked points p1 and p2 such that pi(p1) 6= pi(p2) to a (k+1)-sheeted admissible
cover pi′ : C′ → B′ where C′, B′ and pi′ are constructed as in Theorem 4 (a).
Let
Ψ: Hunk,g,2 → Hk,g+1
be the natural transformation given, for a scheme S, by taking a k-sheeted
admissible cover pi : C → B over S where C is a genus-g curve over S with two
marked points p1 and p2 such that pi(p1) = pi(p2) to a k-sheeted admissible
cover pi′ : C′ → B′ where C′, B′ and pi′ are constructed as in Theorem 4 (b).
And finally, let
Λ: Hunk1,g1,δ ×H
un
k2,g2,δ → Hk1+k2−δ,g1+g2+δ−1
be the natural transformation given, for a scheme S, by taking a ki-sheeted
admissible cover pii : Ci → Bi over S where Ci is a genus-gi curve over S with
δ marked points n
(i)
1 , . . . , n
(i)
δ such that pii(n
(i)
1 ) = . . . = pii(n
(i)
δ ), for i = 1, 2,
to a (k1 + k2 − δ)-sheeted admissible cover pi : C → B where C, B and pi are
constructed as in Theorem 7 for r = 2.
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We note that in order to view the construction of Theorem 7 for gluing r ≥ 3
admissible covers pii : Ci → Bi as a natural transformation, one would need to
consider some extra data to take into account the choice of the gluing, that is,
which marked points of each Ci should be glued to which marked points of each
Cj , for i, j = 1, . . . , r. Each choice would thus give a different natural transfor-
mation Λ, rendering the notation very cumbersome. Although we believe that,
as in the case r = 2 treated in the next result, every such Λ should induce a
generically injective morphism of pointed Hurwitz schemes, the general case for
any r will not be treated here.
Theorem 13. For g ≥ 2 and k, δ ≥ 1, the natural transformations Γ, Φ, Ψ
and Λ induce generically injective morphisms
γ : H
un
k,g,1 → Hk+1,g, φ : H
un
k,g,1,1 → Hk+1,g+1, ψ : H
un
k,g,2 → Hk,g+1,
and
λ : Symm2(H
un
k,g,δ)→ H2k−δ,2g+δ−1,
where Symm2(H
un
k,g,δ) is the symmetric product. For g1, g2 ≥ 2 and k1, k2 ≥ 1
such that (g1, k1) 6= (g2, k2), the natural transformation Λ induces a generically
injective morphism
λ : H
un
k1,g1,δ ×H
un
k2,g2,δ → Hk1+k2−δ,g1+g2+δ−1,
Proof. For simplicity, we denote by ν : H
un
n → Hn′ the induced morphism γ, φ
or ψ. Since Hunn is an open dense subset of H
un
n , to show that ν is generically
injective, it is enough to show that ν−1(ν(h)) = {h} for h ∈ Hunn . Let pi : C → B
be the admissible cover associated to h, where B = P1. Let pi′ : C ′ → B′ be the
admissible cover associated to h′ = ν(h). By construction, C is a subcurve of C ′
and we have pi′|C = pi and g(C ′) = g(C) + ε(ν), where ε(ν) = 1 for ν ∈ {φ, ψ}
and ε(γ) = 0.
Let h˜ ∈ ν−1(ν(h)) and let p˜i : C˜ → B˜ be the admissible cover associated to
h˜. Then C˜ is a subcurve of C ′, g(C ′) = g(C˜) + ε(ν) and pi′|C˜ = p˜i. Since C is
smooth and both C and C˜ are subcurves of C ′ of same genus g(C ′)− ε(ν) ≥ 2,
we have that C is a smooth component of C˜ and p˜i|C = pi.
Now note that since h′ = ν(h), then by construction the number of irre-
ducible components of B′ is equal to the number of irreducible components of
B plus one (if ν ∈ {γ, ψ}) or two (if ν = φ). But also, since h′ = ν(h˜), the
number of irreducible components of B′ is equal to the number of irreducible
components of B˜ plus one (if ν ∈ {γ, ψ}) or two (if ν = φ). Hence B and B˜
have the same number of components and since B = P1, we have B˜ = P1. But
then, by condition (1) of an admisible cover, C˜ must be smooth and we have
C˜ = C and p˜i = pi, showing that h˜ = h.
We now show that λ : H
un
n1
×Hunn2 → Hn′ is generically injective. Again, it
is enough to show that if hi ∈ Hunni for i = 1, 2, then λ−1(λ(h1, h2)) = {h1, h2}.
Let pii : Ci → Bi be the admissible cover associated to hi, where Bi = P1, for
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i = 1, 2. Let pi′ : C ′ → B′ be the admissible cover associated to h′ = λ(h1, h2).
By construction, B′ has two components (corresponding to B1 and B2), Ci is a
subcurve of C ′ and we have pi′|Ci = pii, for i = 1, 2.
For i = 1, 2 let h˜i ∈ Hunni be such that λ(h˜1, h˜2) = h′ and let p˜ii : C˜i → B˜i
be the admissible cover associated to h˜i. Then C˜i is a subcurve of C
′ and
pi|C˜i = p˜ii, for i = 1, 2. Moreover, the number of components of B′ is the sum
of the numbers of components of B˜1 and B˜2. But B
′ has only two components,
and hence B˜i = P1 for i = 1, 2. Then, by condition (1) of an admissible cover,
both C˜1 and C˜2 are smooth curves. By the construction on Theorem 7, we must
have {C1, C2} = {C˜1, C˜2}. Now, if n1 6= n2 then this clearly implies hi = h˜i for
i = 1, 2. If n1 = n2 = n then {h1, h2} defines an unique point in Symm2(H
un
n )
and we are done.
We now describe the image of the maps introduced in Theorem 13. Note
that these images lie in the boundary Hk,g−Hk,g of the corresponding Hurwitz
scheme. Let ∆nk,g be the closure of the locus in Hk,g of admissible covers pi : C →
B where B has n+ 1 irreducible components. Recall that B is a stable pointed
curve of genus 0 having as marked points the smooth branch locus of pi. It is
a well known fact that ∆nk,g has pure codimension n in Hk,g and ∆
n
k,g ⊂ ∆n−1k,g
(cf. [5, page 181]). Furthermore, the irreducible components of ∆nk,g correspond
to different stable arrangements of the marked points in the components of B .
For instance, the components of ∆1k,g are the closures ∆
1,`
k,g of the loci of those
admissible covers where B has two components, one of wich contains ` of the b
marked points, for 2 ≤ ` ≤ b/2.
Let ∆
2,(`1,`2,`3)
k,g be the closure of the locus of k-sheeted admissible covers
pi : C → B where B has three irreducible components B1, B2, B3 such that Bi
meets Bi+1 in a single node, for i = 1, 2, B1 and B3 do not intersect, and each
Bi contains `i marked points, for i = 1, 2, 3. Then the components of ∆
2
k,g are
those ∆
2,(`1,`2,`3)
k,g where the arrangement of the marked points is stable, that is,
where `2 ≥ 1 and `i ≥ 2 for i = 1, 3.
Theorem 14. The maps defined in Theorem 13 satisfy
Im(γ) = ∆1,2k+1,g, Im(φ) = ∆
2,(2,2g+2k−2,2)
k+1,g+1 , Im(ψ) = ∆
1,2
k,g+1
and
Im(λ) = ∆
1,min{2g1+2k1−2,2g2+2k2−2}
k1+k2−δ,g1+g2+δ−1 .
Proof. From the proofs of Theorems 3, 4 and 7, we see that
Im(γ) ⊂ ∆1,2k+1,g, Im(φ) ⊂ ∆2,(2,2g+2k−2,2)k+1,g+1 , Im(ψ) ⊂ ∆1,2k,g+1
and
Im(λ) ⊂ ∆1,min{2g1+2k1−2,2g2+2k2−2}k1+k2−δ,g1+g2+δ−1 .
As in the proof of Theorem 13, we denote the maps γ, φ, ψ and λ by ν and
denote by Hn′ its target space. As we have seen above, the image of ν lies
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in an irreducible component ∆ of ∆
ε(ν)
n′ , where ε(ν) = 1 for ν ∈ {λ, γ, ψ} and
ε(φ) = 2. Since ∆ is irreducible and has codimension ε(ν) in Hn′ , to conclude
that Im(ν) = ∆ it is enough to notice that this image also has codimension ε(ν)
in Hn′ . Since ν is generically injective, this can be checked simply calculating
the dimensions of target and source Hurwitz schemes of each map.
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